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Interference Robust CMOS Radio Receiver Techniques
Abstract: The radio spectrum is becoming more and more crowded, and radio receivers become
interference limited. As there is a demand for multi-mode flexible radio devices, traditional dedicated
narrowband filtering no longer satisfies. During the last decade, several new radio receiver architectures
have been proposed which offer more flexibility than traditional receivers with dedicated fixed filtering,
while still achieving good sensitivity and robustness for interference. Different names have been used to
refer to these receivers, e.g. reconfigurable receiver, multi-band receiver, wideband receiver, SAW-less
receiver, software defined radio receiver or cognitive radio receiver. These receivers have in common
that they all aim for a high dynamic range while relying less on fixed filters. This lecture reviews several
proposed concepts, e.g. linearization techniques, noise and distortion cancelling, Low Noise
Transconductance Amplifiers followed by current-mode mixing, mixer-first receivers, frequency-
translated N-path filtering, harmonic rejection and spatial interference rejection.

In-band Full Duplex Transceivers
Abstract: In-band full-duplex wireless, i.e. simultaneous transmission and reception at the same
frequency, promises to double channel capacity and has several other advantages. However, in-band
full-duplex introduces strong self-interference (SI) that masks the signal to be received. Hence
transceiver design becomes challenging. This presentation reviews the full-duplex transceiver problem
and discusses some recently proposed innovations to address this problem.

Cognitive Radio Transceiver Chips
Abstract: A Cognitive Radio transceiver senses its radio environment and adaptively utilizes free parts
of the radio spectrum. CMOS IC-technology is the mainstream technology to implement smart signal
processing and for reasons of cost and size it is attractive to also integrate the radio frequency (RF)
hardware in CMOS. This lecture discusses radio transceiver ICs designed for cognitive radio
applications, with focus on analog RF. Cognitive radio asks for new functionality, e.g. spectrum sensing
and more agility in the radio transmitter and flexibility in the receiver. Moreover, the technical
requirements on the building blocks are more challenging than for traditional single standard
applications, e.g. in bandwidth, programmability, sensing sensitivity, blocker tolerance, linearity and
spurious emissions. Circuit ideas that address these challenges will be discussed, and examples of
chips and their achieved performance will be given.

Power Efficient Flexible Clock Generation with Low Phase Error
Abstract: Clock generation with low timing or phase error is of critical importance for many applications,
e.g. radio communication links and high speed high resolution A/D conversion. Multi-phase clocks may
also be required, e.g. for time-interleaved ADCs or multi-phase harmonic rejection mixers. To cover
different applications and allow for programmability in multi-standard or software defined radio
applications, a flexibly programmable clock frequency is desired. To achieve this flexibility, digital
intensive architectures are highly preferred, where frequency dividers play a key role. Despite their
"digital" nature, an analog design view is crucial to achieve low phase error and phase noise. Both phase
mismatch and phase noise can be improved by admittance scaling at the cost of power consumption. To
benchmarks circuits and improve their phase accuracy in a power efficient way, it makes sense to define
a Figure of Merit (FoM) that normalizes for this admittance level scaling effect. Based on this Jitter-
Power FoM several approaches for clock generation will be discussed, with special focus on PLLs
exploiting a sampling phase detector and Multi-phase clock generation architectures (DLL, Shift
Register).


